
 

 

Colonial High School 

Summer Reading 2017 

9th Grade English Regular & Honors: 
All incoming 9th grade students (except for any already accepted into the Cambridge program) will complete one of the assignments below. You 

can choose whichever assignment you would like to do, but please read all of the directions carefully. You can also choose from the list of novels 

(below) to read. Each of these novels should be available at every local bookstore and library in Florida. They are also available for purchase 

online. The assignment/project you choose is due by the end of August for a grade in your English class. 

Novels to choose from: 
● All We Have Left by Wendy Mills 

Sixteen-year-old Jesse's brother died on 9/11 in the Towers. She was only two and it seems as though all of the memories of Travis died when he did.  
Surely, dying isn't the most important thing about his life. Sixteen-year-old Alia is Muslim and her parents just grounded her. She is headed to her dad's 
office on September 11, 2001 to discuss the situation, even if it means she'll be late to school. The background story is on the news. The real story is Jesse 
finally learning what happened there and how that impacts her life now. 

● The Darkest Corners by Kara Thomas 
One lie told by two little girls who were almost certain that their neighbor had to be the Ohio River Monster. That’s all it took to convict Wyatt Stokes. 
Tessa and Callie have gone their separate ways and never talked about the trial. Now Tessa has to return to her hometown and another body is found 
that bears the mark of the serial killer they thought was behind bars. What if they were wrong? What if the killer is still at large?  What if things aren’t 
always what they seem?  Don’t read this one before bed. 

● Geek’s Guide to Unrequited Love by Sarvenaz Tash 
Graham and his best friend, Roxy, are uber geeks. They’ve been best friends since they were eight, bonding over Harry Potter. They’ve joined a lot more 
fandoms since then, but their true love is for The Chronicles of Althena, The Greatest Comic Ever- the one that inspired them to make their own 
comics. They’ve never gotten to meet the creator, because he’s a J.D. Salinger-level recluse. But they get a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to score tickets, 
and it will provide the most perfectly epic setting for Graham to confess his true feelings to Roxy…if he can pull it off. If you’ve ever slaved for hours on 
the perfect cosplay or cried way too much over fictional characters, this book is for you! 

● Highly Illogical Behavior by John Corey Whaley 
Do you sometimes wish that you could stay at home and never, ever, go out? For Solomon, the only way to control his agoraphobia is to stay inside and 
avoid any contact with “the outside.” But what happens if the outside comes in? Solomon’s carefully developed rational behavior will be put to a test 
when a very determined “outsider” enters his world and brings a friend and a hidden agenda. This book portrays both the difficulties and the life-
changing effects of fighting for relationships that are worthy. 

● Holding Up the Universe by Jennifer Niven 
Libby Strout lost her mother unexpectedly when she was ten years old. She ate her grief away, becoming morbidly obese and a social media spectacle. 
Jack Masselin is a popular guy, with lots of cool friends, but he’s working hard to hide a secret: he can’t recognize any of them from day to day as the 
result of a neurological condition that causes facial blindness. Jack and Libby’s worlds intersect after a bullying incident, and their resulting relationship 
ultimately enriches both their lives in surprising and wonderful ways. 

● Kids of Appetite by David Arnold 



 

 

When Victor Benucci’s father dies, Victor receives an urn with his father’s ashes and a list in it.  He meets a group of kids who become the Kids of 
Appetite (KoA) and help Vic go to all the places on his father’s list and spread the ashes. One of the KoA, Madeline (Mad) has a troubled past. Mad’s 
uncle is murdered and she and Vic are picked up by the police. Kids of Appetite is the story that takes place between the death of Vic’s father and the 
murder of Mad’s uncle.  Read KoA and meet all of the Kids of Appetite. 

● Learning to Swear in America by Katie Kennedy 
An asteroid is hurtling toward California. Yuri, a Russian physics genius, has been called to NASA because he is working on a project with antimatter that 
could win him the Nobel Prize. But Yuri is 17 and can’t make older scientists understand how to save the world. Then he meets Dovie, an edgy teen who 
takes him on an adventure and shows him the world is worth saving. 

● My Lady Jane by Cynthia Hand, Brodi Ashton, and Jodi Meadows 
If you want to read the true story of Lady Jane Grey, cousin to the king in 16th century England, check a history book or Wikipedia. But if you want to 
read a hilarious, ridiculous, and delightful story of a reluctant bride who becomes a reluctant queen in a world where some people may or may not have 
the ability to shapeshift into animals, then give this book a try. My Lady Jane is a lighthearted historical comedy, perfect for Anglophiles who don’t take 
themselves too seriously or fans of The Princess Bride or Monty Python. Caution: contains puns, ferrets, and alternate history. 

● Rebel of the Sands by Alwyn Hamilton 
Amani Al’Hiza is an expert gunslinger willing to risk everything to escape her desert nation of Miraji. With an uncanny ability to weasel out of trouble, 
she finds her strength with the aid of a mythical horse and a foreign fugitive. Nonstop action, homage to the Wild West, Hindu lore, Arabian Nights, 
Navajo mythology, and steampunk combine for a wild ride into the heart of the rebellion of the reigning Sultan. 

● Salt to the Sea by Ruta Sepetys 
The paths of four teenagers from different homelands converge during their escape from the violence of WWII. Follow their journey in this rich 
historical fiction novel as it retells one of the greatest and least known maritime tragedies of this time through the eyes of these diverse characters. 

● Samurai Rising: The Epic Life of Minamoto Yishune by Pamela Turner 
Minamoto Yishune, born into a powerful samurai family, barely survives his violent childhood when his family is torn apart by a war of his father’s 
making. The new ruling family sends him away to a monastery to reduce Minamoto as a possible threat to their power. Instead, Minamoto becomes one 
of the most daring and heroic samurais in Japanese history, executing unbelievable feats of bravery. This is the stuff of legends. 

● Scythe by Neal Shusterman 
Scythe is a science fiction book set in the future where the human population is immortal. The only way to die is to be randomly killed or gleaned by 
professional reapers known as “scythes.” Citra and Rowan are two teenagers who have been selected to apprentice as scythes. They must learn the art of 
killing and understand the need. But, in a twist of fate, only one will be chosen to become a scythe and the winner will have to glean the loser. 

● The Serpent King by Jeff Zentner 
For fans of John Green and Stephen Chbosky, Jeff Zentner’s debut novel, The Serpent King, provides a close look at the life of three friends in rural 
Tennessee. Dill, Travis, and Lydia are all very different, but bound together by the strength of their friendship. Dill’s family scandal is on display for the 
entire town when his father ends up in jail. His friends are his lifeline, but graduation is coming; will it set them free from the constricts of small-town life 
or cause their close-knit friendship to splinter? This beautiful, funny, yet sometimes heartbreaking book endears the characters to the heart of every 
reader and provides a realistic glimpse into what it truly means to be a friend. 

● Tell Me Three Things by Julie Buxbaum 
Jessie’s mom died two years ago, and now her father has eloped with a woman he met online. He is moving Jessie across the country to LA where the 
new stepmom lives. She also gets a new stuck-up stepbrother who has zero interest in helping Jessie adjust to life in her new rich-kid school. Yay. Things 
seem to be falling in place for Jessie’s worst year yet when she gets an email from “Somebody/Nobody” offering to help her navigate life in LA/her new 
school. Is this a joke, or an actual offer of help? S/N seems to be helpful, and Jessie starts to wonder what it would be like to meet this mystery person. 



 

 

● Three Dark Crowns by Kendare Blake 
On the island of Fennbirn, every generation brings with it a set of female triplets, all equal heirs to the throne, and each with her own magical abilities. 
Mirabella can spark flames or conjure up storms. Katherine can ingest poison without fear of death. Arsinoe has control over all natural elements like 
plants and animals. The three sisters must fight to prove who is most worthy of being crowned queen, so who is the strongest and who will perish and at 
the hands of her own sister? 
 

Project Options: 
● Comic Book: Create a 30 frame (square) comic book about the novel. It needs to contain any of the major events of the novel and must be seen as a 

good summary of the novel. 

● Rewrite: Rewrite the novel as taking place in another time period. Have a detailed summary of how the characters, plot, and events would be different if 
the entire novel was written in a different time period (space, Wild West, 1920s, civil war, cavemen age, etc.) 

● Letters: Write four letters between two of the main characters. Try to have the same writing/speaking style as the characters have in the novel. Make 
sure not to include anything too crazy or something the characters wouldn’t use or say. 

● Diary: Create a diary for one of the main characters. How would the character talk about the actions of the other characters? Try to use details from the 
novel inside the diary entry to really make it accurate. 

● Research Project: Pick a controversial topic the book talks about. Research that topic and decide what it is the book got right or wrong about that topic. 
Develop a one-page paper that compares the novel’s portrayal of that topic and what the majority of research says about that topic. 

● Essay: Create your own essay topic about the novel and write at least a 500 word essay about the topic. Use details or evidence as needed. 
● Track List: Create a list of 10 songs that could remind you of the characters in the novel or the novel itself. List the songs, artist and a summary of why 

that song reminds you of the novel. 

● Dialectical Journals: Google “Dialectical Journals.” Open the link from Houston ISD. Create 15 dialectical journal entries for your novel. Follow the 
format described on the website. 

● Art: Create some kind of art piece that represents the novel or a major part of the novel. Write a description for the art piece and how it is related to the 
novel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

10th Grade English Regular: 
All incoming 10th grade students will be expected to select one of the novels from the below list. You can choose one of the suggested assignments to 

complete. Please be sure to read all of the directions carefully. All Summer Reading Projects are due by the 2nd Friday of the 2016-2017 school year 

(August 26, 2016).  Summer Reading Projects WILL be part of the first semester gradebook.  

Novels to choose from: 
● Wake by Lisa McMann:  Seventeen-year-old Janie Hannagan has a unique problem.  She falls into other people’s dreams.  Up until high school 

she was able to hide her ability, but now, with students falling asleep in class, Janie’s finding it difficult to keep her classmates from learning her 
secret.  

● Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck: Steinbeck’s story of George and Lennie’s ambition of owning their own ranch, and the obstacles that 
stand in the way of that ambition, reveal the nature of dreams, dignity, loneliness, and sacrifice. 

● House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros:  On a series of vignettes, The House on Mango Street covers a year in the life of Esperanza, a Chicana 
(Mexican-American girl).  

● Animal Farm by George Orwell:  Animal Farm is the most famous of all twentieth-century political allegories.  Its account of a group of barnyard 
animals who revolt against their vicious human master, only to submit to a tyranny erected by their own kind, can be said to have become a 
universal drama.  

Project Options: 
● For the Artist:  Draw/Sketch eight significant scenes from the novel and describe in one well-written paragraph the scene you are depicting on 

the back of each paper.  You will have a total of eight scenes and eight paragraphs.  Each scene needs to be drawn on a separate piece of paper 
(not lined notebook paper, but plain computer paper or sketch pad paper), so at the end of your project you will have eight scenes on eight 
different sheets of paper with descriptions on the back.  Take your time on this.  The more effort you put into it, the better your grade will be.  

 

● For the Musician: Create an IPod Playlist/CD of at least eight songs that relate to this novel, the conflicts, the themes, and/or the characters.  
You must write one paragraph (at least six strong sentences) per song choice that explains the reason that song relates to that novel.  What is 
the meaning of that song, and how does it relate to that character, theme, or conflict? Or, you can write your own song, record it, write a one 
page reflection on the lyrics of your song and how they relate to the story, and burn your song to a disc for your teacher.     

 

● For the Poet: Write ten poems that relate to the novel.  You can put yourself in the shoes of a few of the characters and write from their 
viewpoints.  Please be sure to include a well-written paragraph (at least six strong sentences) after each poem that explains which character’s 
viewpoint you are writing from and how exactly your poem relates to the novel.  

 
 

● For the Journalist: Keep a journal of your thoughts as you read your novel.  You should have at least 15 entries, so you will need to go 
through your book and think about what page numbers you want each entry to be because your journal entries need to cover the whole book 
from beginning to end.  In your journal, include a brief 50 word or less summary, a personal response (your thoughts, questions, predictions), 
and an explanation of a one literary element (imagery, exposition, climax, alliteration, simile, metaphor, hyperbole, allusion, personification, 



 

 

etc.).  For example:  
 
Journal Entry #1 
The Fault in Our Stars *not a novel choice 
Pages 1-16 
Summary: The reader is introduced to Hazel Grace, a sixteen-year-old, who has thyroid cancer and hates going to group therapy even 
though her mother makes her attend the meetings.  At one meeting, she meets an attractive boy named Augustus who catches her eye, 
and they end up talking after the first meeting. 
 
Response: Hazel is an interesting main character because she is going through so much hardship due to cancer.  Being a teenager and 
trying to find acceptance within a group of people is difficult enough, but then she has to cope with the cancer she has on top of all that.  
I think kind of resents her mother for making her go to therapy for her cancer, but I think it’s good that she has caring mother who is 
invested in her life.  The boy she meets at the group therapy sessions interests me because Hazel and he seem to catch each other’s 
attention.  I predict that they start a friendship that could possibly grow into a dating relationship. 
 
Literary Element: 
Exposition: The exposition is the first point on a plot diagram that introduces a character, a conflict, and the setting.  The reader is 
introduced to Hazel Grace, the conflict is cancer, and the setting is Indianapolis. 

 

10th Grade English Honors: 

Novels to choose from: 
● Wake by Lisa McMann:  Seventeen-year-old Janie Hannagan has a unique problem.  She falls into other people’s dreams.  Up until high school 

she was able to hide her ability, but now, with students falling asleep in class, Janie’s finding it difficult to keep her classmates from learning her 
secret.  

● Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck: Steinbeck’s story of George and Lennie’s ambition of owning their own ranch, and the obstacles that 
stand in the way of that ambition, reveal the nature of dreams, dignity, loneliness, and sacrifice. 

● House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros:  On a series of vignettes, The House on Mango Street covers a year in the life of Esperanza, a Chicana 
(Mexican-American girl).  

● Animal Farm by George Orwell:  Animal Farm is the most famous of all twentieth-century political allegories.  Its account of a group of barnyard 
animals who revolt against their vicious human master, only to submit to a tyranny erected by their own kind, can be said to have become a 
universal drama.  

Character Analysis Essay Steps: 
Step One: Choose a novel from one of the summer reading lists. Choose a character from the novel you selected – one you like, one you hate, or one you 
feel strongly about. 
Step Two: Figure out what you want to write about that character and create a thesis.  Is he/she noble? Deplorable? A good leader? An evil character? 



 

 

How has he/she changed?  Sample thesis: Harry Potter demonstrates how courage, loyalty, and friendship can overcome any obstacle.  
Step Three: Collect your proof! Collect 4-6 direct quotes with page numbers of words, thoughts, or actions that demonstrate the character trait you claim 
the character has. Remember to: 

● Introduce each quotation 

● Paraphrase each quotation in your own words, or explain what it means 

● Explain how the quote demonstrates the character trait 

● Link your point back to your thesis statement 

Step Four: Outline your essay 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A. Introduce Author and title of novel 

B. Character and setting  

C. Summary statement  

D. Thesis  

II. BODY  

A. Paragraph One: Character trait #1 Text Based Evidence (actions and thoughts) 
B. Paragraph Two: Character trait #2 Text Based Evidence (actions) Evidence (thoughts) 
C. Paragraph Three: Character trait #3 Text Based Evidence (actions) Evidence (words and actions) 

III. CONCLUSION 

A. Restatement of central idea and thesis statement 

B. Make a connection between this character and the world around you, or your own life 

Step Five: Begin writing your paper being sure to use proper MLA citation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

11th Grade English Regular/ Honors: (Honors also see below) 
All incoming 11th grade students will be expected to complete the below summer reading assignment. They may be typed or handwritten. All work 

must be original and done independently. You must bring the completed assignments by the first Friday of the first week of school and be 

prepared to discuss your reading.  Summer Reading Projects WILL be part of the first semester gradebook.  

Summer Reading Novel Choices:  
● The Making of a Navy SEAL by Brandon Webb 

Brandon Webb’s father sent him out on his own. His Navy SEAL instructors expected him to fail. This is Brandon’s true story of how he 
overcame the odds to become a Navy Seal, a sniper, and to train famous SEALS including Chris Kyle and Marcus Luttrell. 

 

● All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely  
Quinn saw it all. He saw his best friend's older brother beating a classmate. The classmate happened to be Rashad, a black ROTC student 
who was wearing baggy clothes. The older brother happened to be a cop who was white. Now Quinn must make the right choice...loyalty or 
honesty? 

 

● An Ember in the Ashes by Sabaa Tahir 
One does not challenge the Empire. A brutal corps of highly trained soldiers ensures compliance and submission from all citizens, and 
nobody dares to resist... Or do they? When Laia's brother is accused of treason, she has no choice but to save him, even if this quest takes 
her into the heart of the ruling class, crossing paths with Elias, one of its strongest soldiers battling his own struggles of conflict. 

 

Summer Reading Assignment Options: (choose one)  
• Design a CD Cover and Burn a Playlist for Your Book: If your book's characters and themes reminded you of songs you love, go ahead and 

use that inspiration for your project. Design a cool looking CD cover that relates to your book, song choices that represent the themes and content 

of the book, and in the CD booklet, include well developed paragraph with TEXT EVIDENCE FROM THE NOVEL AND SONG LYRICS 

about the reasons you chose each song (i.e. how they related to the story's characters, plot points, theme, or tone). 7 song minimum. Be sure to 

include songs that follow the rise and fall of the plot and reveal the perspective of the narrator, protagonist, antagonist, or author. Choose this 

project if music is your life. 

• Keep a Diary or Journal in the Voice of a Character from the Book: You can follow the events of the novel and give your chosen character's 

impressions and reflections on those events. Be sure to go beyond the obvious. Sure, she might have been sad when her father died, but how 

would she write about that in a journal? What thoughts are racing through her mind? Who does she turn to for support? Is there any anger or 

frustration in her voice? Perhaps a sense of relief? Pick this project if you feel like the book's characters really came alive for you. You must write a 

minimum of five one-page journal entries. 

• Write Letters Between Characters: Think outside the box a bit more and write letters between one character in your book and another person 

from your 10th grade English class readings. For example, say you read The Tragedy of Macbeth, What would the character of these texts say to 

Macbeth through his rise to power and subsequent fall?  How would they get along? What stories might they share? You must write four 



 

 

consecutive letters 1 page in length that follow a single debate, theme, issue or interest. Choose this project if you think interaction between 

characters is more interesting than introspection from one character. 

• Rewrite: Take the same story and re-write it 100 years earlier or 100 years later. Write 5 pages of the prequel focusing on one specific scene that 

would naturally spark the onset of what the book you read was about. For example, imagine writing from the point of view of Brandon Webb’s 

great grandfather fighting in the elite class of World War 1 soldiers or from the point of view of Quinn’s fictional grandpa in Alabama during the 

Civil Rights Movement. Sustain the similar point of view of the text you read. This option is for those with an interest in creative writing. 

  

11th Grade English HONORS STUDENTS: It is recommended Honors students complete the 

first novel and assignment in June and the second Honors assignment in July.  
Incoming 11th grade English Honors students will complete the above summer reading assignment listed for 11th grade in addition to the following.  Read 

any novel by one of the prestigious American authors from the 18-20th century listed below. For example: 

 

• For Whom the Bell Tolls by Ernest Hemingway 

• This Side of Paradise by F. Scott Fitzgerald (Not The Great Gatsby since we are likely to read in class) 

• Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston 

• The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck 

• The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain 

• The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane 

• As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner 

• Walden by Henry David Thoreau (non-fiction)  

• The Last of the Mohicans by James Fenimore Cooper  

• The Awakening by Kate Chopin 

• Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath  

Honors students must complete one of the above 11th grade summer reading projects AND the following multi-paragraph essay. 3 page/ 1500 word MLA 

format minimum. Compare and contrast the 21st century novel (The Making of a Navy Seal, All American Boys, An Ember in the Ashes) with one of those from the 

classics list. You may use the following questions as an outline to your essay? (not questions/ answer format!) 

 

• How do the two works compare and contrast in time and place in terms of when the book is written and when it is set? How is the author’s 

description, revealing, and treatment of setting differ? Is setting ever symbolic? How does the setting relate to the characters and vice versa. Does the 

author write about this type of setting? Why? Cite exemplary quotes from each text to support your points. 



 

 

• How did the work differ in syntax, diction, and tone? What makes the author’s writing style unique? How do they commonly construct their 

sentences? What words and phrases are unique to the text and seem to support the themes or tone? What is the tone of the work? Is it consistent or 

does it morph? Cite exemplary quotes from each text to support your points. 

• How do the two works compare and contrast in characterization and character development? How does each author bring the characters to life? Is 

there a noble or tragic hero? Is the work more Romantic, Realism, Modernism, or Postmodernism in its character development and plot? Did the 

characters seem to have depth or did they lack development in some way? Why? Cite exemplary quotes from each text to support your points. 

• How do the two works compare and contrast in plot structure? How does the author get you interested in the story, keep you interested, and make 

you feel the story? What literary techniques does the author employ? Does the story follow a predictable plot line? How is the story paced? How does 

the author generate tension, suspense, and intrigue (if any)? If not, then how could have the author done so? Cite exemplary quotes from each text to 

support your points. 

• How do the two works compare and contrast in content and theme? Provide a brief summary if you haven’t already, but go deeper and analyze the 

underlying message the author seems to communicating? Are the themes universal? How does it apply to you or us today? Cite exemplary quotes from 

each text to support your points. 

• What was your honest opinion of each? What are their strengths and weaknesses? Would you recommend them? Why or why not? Provide your 

favorite quote from each text and explicate its significance and meaning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

12th Grade English: 
All incoming seniors should make the appropriate choices from the following list.  Use the recommendations for your particular class.  

Please note that several of the books are available with online reading options.  

● HONORS ENGLISH – Read BOTH books and complete ONE of the four assignments for EACH book.  

● ENGLISH/Regular – Choose ONE of the recommended books and complete ONE of the four assignments noted. 

● ESOL ENGLISH:  Complete ONE of the four assignments for your book. 

 

Novels to choose from: 
HONORS 

● Brave New World by Aldous Huxley:  Huxley´s vision of the future in his astonishing 1931 novel Brave New World -- a world of tomorrow in which 
capitalist civilization has been reconstituted through the most efficient scientific and psychological engineering, where the people are genetically designed 
to be passive, consistently useful to the ruling class. Aldous Huxley is rightly considered a prophetic genius and one of the most important literary and 
philosophical voices of the 20th Century. 

● The Other Wes Moore: One Name, Two Fates by Wes Moore: When the author of this memoir realizes that another man with the same name grew 
up several blocks away from him in Baltimore he is intrigued.  When he realizes that, even though their backgrounds were shockingly similar, one ended 
up a Rhodes Scholar, veteran, and a successful business man while the other was serving a life sentence for murder, he realized their stories were worth 
exploring.  

REGULAR 

● The Pearl by John Steinbeck:  Like his father and grandfather before him, Kino is a poor diver, gathering pearls from the gulf beds that once brought 
great wealth to the Kings of Spain and now provide Kino, Juana, and their infant son with meager subsistence. Then, on a day like any other, Kino 
emerges from the sea with a pearl as large as a sea gull's egg, as "perfect as the moon." With the pearl comes hope, the promise of comfort and of 
security....A story of classic simplicity, based on a Mexican folktale, The Pearl explores the secrets of man's nature, the darkest depths of evil, and the 
luminous possibilities of love. 

● A Long Way Gone by Ishmael Beah: This non-fiction memoir was written by a boy soldier in the Sierra Leone region of Africa and is a raw and 
compelling story of death, violence, war and redemption. Unfortunately, this type of fighting continues today, and this memoir will open your eyes to the 
atrocities faced by children around the world. 

ESOL  

● The Scorch Trials by James Dashner:  "The Scorch Trials," a young adult novel, is the second installment in James Dashner's Maze Runner Series. It 
deals with the events surrounding the lives of Thomas, Teresa, and the other survivors immediately following the events of the Maze in the first 
installment.   

 

Project Options:  
ALL ASSIGNMENTS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY (THE FIRST WEEK OF SCHOOL). ALL ASSIGNMENTS MUST BE TYPED. 

● ASSIGNMENT #1: News Article – Write a featured news article of at least 3 paragraphs that addresses something significant about the plot and 



 

 

conflict of your chosen book. Please “report” objective facts and “interview” a character in order to address perspective and point of view (as you would 
see in a regular news article). 

● ASSIGNMENT #2: Visual and Explanation – Create a visual representation of a significant part of your book along with matching quotes and 
explanations from your chosen book that address a deeper meaning and understanding. 

● ASSIGNMENT #3: Sequel – Write a 1 ½ -2 page sequel for your chosen book. In other words, from your perspective and understanding of the book, 
what happens next??? 

● ASSIGNMENT #4: Diary/Journal – Write at least 5 comprehensive journal entries for one of the characters in your chosen book. Each entry needs 
to be at least a paragraph long and include information that would entice your reader to want to read the book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Advanced Placement English Language (11th grade): 
Next year, you will be taking AP English Language and Composition. This course, unlike the English courses you have taken so far, does not 

focus on literature or fiction. We do not talk about character development or symbolism. Instead, we examine nonfiction: letters, speeches, 

essays, advertisements, and so forth. We examine authors’ use of rhetoric—the ways in which authors use language to influence their 

audiences. We also construct our own arguments, employing the tools of rhetoric in order to persuade our audiences. This summer 

assignment is designed to jump-start your understanding of argument and to provide a foundation for the beginning weeks of the course. 

Both the book and the assignment will be referenced and used heavily in class during the first weeks of school, so careful and thorough 

completion of the assignment is essential to your success in the course.  

 

To access the summer reading expectations for AP English Language please visit: http://tinyurl.com/APLANG2017-summerreading (please log 

in through your OCPS account to access this link) 

 

If you have any questions about the summer assignments, please feel free to contact Mrs. Marinas- jennifer.marinas@ocps.net 

 

Advanced Placement Literature (12th grade): 
Read AT LEAST ONE of the following novels and create a dialectic journal in which you respond to the text as you read.  Your responses 

should vary in length as well as in type of response; as always, quality over quantity, but you should have several entries in your journal. Be 

prepared to complete an in-class writing assignment on your chosen novel within the first week of school.   

Novels to choose from: 

● The Catcher in the Rye – J.D. Salinger 

● Siddhartha – Hermann Hesse 

● Lord of the Flies – William Golding 

● Pride and Prejudice – Jane Austen 

● The Secret Life of Bees – Sue Monk Kidd 

  

If you have questions about this assignment, please feel free to e-mail Mrs. Jones at Sharon.Christensen-Jones@ocps.net  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Students who have been accepted into the CHS AICE Cambridge Program:  Please select the 

appropriate link below to view your summer reading expectations.  You may also visit the 

Colonial High School Advanced Studies and Magnet Program website for additional 

information: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/ 

 
Pre-AICE English Language 9th Grade: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/chssummerreading9th.html 

Pre-AICE English Literature 10th Grade: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/preaice-english-literature-10th-grade.html 

Pre-AICE English Language 11th Grade: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/preaice-english-lang-11th-grade.html 

AICE English Literature: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/aice-english-literature-12th-grade.html 

AICE Global Perspectives: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/global-perspectives-12th-grade.html 

AICE US History: http://colonialadvancedstudies.weebly.com/aice-us-history-11th-grade.html 

 


